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	Understanding Digital Libraries, Second Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Multimedia Information and Systems), 9781558609242 (1558609245), Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2004

	This fully revised and updated second edition of Understanding Digital Libraries focuses on the challenges faced by both librarians and computer scientists in a field that has been dramatically altered by the growth of the Web.

	

	At every turn, the goal is practical: to show you how things you might need to do are already being done, or how they can be done. The first part of the book is devoted to technology and examines issues such as varying media requirements, indexing and classification, networks and distribution, and presentation. The second part of the book is concerned with the human contexts in which digital libraries function. Here you'll find specific and useful information on usability, preservation, scientific applications, and thorny legal and economic questions.

	

	. Useful for digital library projects in all kinds of settings, including commercial and community ventures, museums, research institutions, and schools.

	. Covers the entire spectrum of media, including text, all kinds of images, audio, and video.

	. Provides practical advice on achieving the best of what is possible while avoiding common pitfalls.

	. Filled with case studies and references to valuable outside resources.
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Iterating Infusion: Clearer Views of Objects, Classes, and Systems (Expert's Voice in Development)Apress, 2012

	Iterating Infusion: Clearer Views of Objects, Classes, and Systems is a one-of-a-kind book, not dependent on any single technology. Rather, it provides a way to integrate the most efficient techniques from a variety of programming methods, in a manner that makes designing and programming software look easy.
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SAS/ACCESS 9.1 Supplement For OLE DB SAS/ACCESS For Relational DatabasesSAS Institute, 2004

	This supplement describes the SAS/ACCESS features and options that are available for OLE DB. When you use this supplement along with SAS/ACCESS Interface to Relational Databases: Reference, you will have a comprehensive guide to SAS/ACCESS software for your database management system (DBMS). This supplement explains how SAS/ACCESS software...


		

The Apache Modules Book: Application Development with Apache (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
The Apache Web Server (commonly known as "Apache") is, by most measures, the leading server on the Web today. For ten years it has been the unrivaled and unchallenged market leader, with approximately 70 percent of all websites running Apache. It is backed by a vibrant and active development community that operates under the umbrella of...




	

Optical Switching NetworksCambridge University Press, 2008
Optical Switching Networks describes all the major switching paradigms developed for modern optical networks, discussing their operation, advantages, disadvantages and implementation. Following a review of the evolution of optical WDM networks, an overview of the future trends out. The latest developments in optical access, local, metropolitan, and...

		

Ambient Intelligence: Impact on Embedded System DesignSpringer, 2003
The emerging Ambient Intelligence vision has the potential to fundamentally change our world. This volume is a preview into the next era of computing. It investigates the impact of Ambient Intelligence on embedded system design. Combining visionary contributions with papers on recent developments, it brings to light the challenges in system design...

		

Interdomain Multicast Routing: Practical Juniper Networks and Cisco Systems SolutionsAddison Wesley, 2002
Increasing numbers of ISPs have begun implementing multicast  infrastructure. Soon the Internet will provide multicast connectivity between  any two points on the Internet the way it provides for unicast traffic today.  Long-evolving protocols are reaching maturity, and enterprise networks and ISPs  around the world are ramping...
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